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SUMMARY
ose Flores is CEO and Founder of Indispensable Now. He's a
Les Brown protégé, dynamic international motivational
speaker, and author. Jose travels all over the world using his
unique story of growing up with a physical disability and the
struggles associated with it. His main message is to never allow your
struggles to become your standard and how to overcome them. It
doesn’t matter if they’re personal or business struggles, he will show
you how to push through until you get through. Jose’s passion is to
inspire and motivate everyone he meets to learn more, do more, and
become more.
Jose is a contributor to Thrive Global publication and has been
featured on multiple television networks. He speaks to thousands of
people at colleges, non-profits, corporations, and business seminars,
every year on how to be Indispensable Now even when the odds are
stacked against you. He has developed a unique way to captivate the
audience to bring forth transformation, motivation, and maximize
results.

EXPERTISE
Jose Flores provides motivational and
keynote speeches on the following
topics. All topics are also available in
1⁄2 day, full day, and multi-day training
workshops designed to engage the
audience and increase performance.

Mind Management
Effective Communication
Indispensable Leadership
The Power of Showing Up
Indispensable Goal Setting
Developing an Indispensable
Employee
Creating A Culture of Diversity

CORPORATE TRAINER

PERSONAL RESULTS COACH

As a corporate trainer, Jose provides workshops on
Corporate Unity, Goal Setting, Mind Management and
Indispensable Leadership. He uses his motivational and
uplifting message to help employees maximize their
potential, increase performance, add value to the
organization and become Indispensable employees.

As a coach, Jose consults one-on-one with high-level
businessmen and women to get them “unstuck” and
bring out the greatness within them and their
organizations. He has developed a personalized
coaching program to break the barriers that hold
many people back from reaching the next level of
success.

When you have a program, you want to bring in a
speaker who can not only empower people but can
entertain them and inspire them. Jose Flores does that!
He’s a speaker that I have a great deal of respect for, he
loves people, he’s passionate but most of all he’s the
message that he brings.
LES BROWN
WORLD'S LEADING MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER

CLIENTS

Below are a few select organizations and institutions that Jose has had the
pleasure of sharing his message with.

GET MOTIVATED!
SEMINAR

Jose Flores is the definition of relentless; his mental toughness,
determination, and drive to succeed will inspire and motivate you.
He is proof that when the mind decides, everything else follows
TIM S. GROVER
ceo, attack athletics
author of relentless: from good to great to unstoppable
personal trainer for michael jordan, kobe bryant, & dwayne wade
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